Wedding Display Packages
Driveway of Fountains £600.00
Whether it’s a picture-perfect
entrance or a spectacular departure
you are looking for, a driveway of
fountains is the perfect dramatic
effect. The stunning silver or gold wall
of sparks ignite as you travel through,
add in flames, colour pots or
traditional fireworks to create the
most spectacular backdrop.
Bands of Gold £1045.00
Our Bands of Gold Package is a
beautiful display consisting of a
vast range of effects in your
favourite colours. Lasting 5
minutes and consisting of over
1,920 shots this package is the
perfect way to bring that extra
sparkle to your special day.

Wedding Bells £1230.00
Our Wedding Bells Package is a
spectacular display lasting 6
minutes fired from 3 firing
positions. With over 2,100 effects
this package not only brings a
slightly longer display but also a
higher impact in the sky.

Icing on The Cake £1400.00
Icing on The Cake is a dramatic
display lasting 7 minutes fired
from up to 5 positions filling the
sky with 2,350 effects. Using aerial
shells up to 100mm creates a
lasting memory for you and all
your guests.

Sparkling Champagne £1680.00
Our Sparkling Champagne
package will give you a canopy
filling the sky for 8 minutes with
over 2,480 effects. You can also
have this package choreographed
to your choice of music lasting up
to 6 minutes making the fireworks
dance with the music.

Bubbling Prosecco £2120.00
Bubbling Prosecco is designed to
last 6-7 minutes with a higher
impact and technical detail
choreographed to the music with
pulses on the beat and rapid firing
single shots bringing out the
emotion in your music choices.

Tie the Knot £2400.00
Lasting 9 minutes and including
fireworks up to 125mm in
diameter, Tie the Knot is a
seriously high impact display
custom designed around your
chosen colours with over 3,000
effects. This package can also be
choreographed to up to 8 minutes
of music.

Sealed with a Kiss £2800.00
Our Sealed with a Kiss package is a
pyro spectacular to celebrate your
true love, lasting 10 minutes and
firing from 7 positions. This display
is guaranteed to impress with
precise patterns and unusual
effects, also being able to be
choreographed expertly to your
music.

Match Made in Heaven £4480.00
This display can last between 4
and 15 minutes, the ultimate for
any fireworks lover special day.
Using some of the biggest
fireworks in the UK we will create
a draw dropping spectacular with
pin point accuracy to your music.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Hearts & Initials - £150
Heart & Initials with Fountains - £180
2x Aerial Heart Shells - £25
Finale Booster Pack - £80
Single Shot Heart Projection - £160
Electric Start Button - Free

All our display prices include travel within a 30-mile radius of Chichester,
West Sussex. Any additional travel expenses will be agreed at time of
booking. VAT is included in all prices, so there will be no hidden costs.

Track record spanning over 25 years.
£10 million public and product liability
insurance.
Referred and recommended by high quality
venues and locations.
Friendly, helpful service.
Members of the British Pyrotechnists
Association & Federation of Small
Businesses.

Low Noise Displays
It is becoming more frequent that venues are having to take into
consideration their surroundings including noise pollution with
neighbours and wildlife. Selstar Fireworks have been firing a large
variety of low noise displays for over 15 years and are preferred
suppliers and several prestigious venues for this reason. Whether it is
local residents, nearby animals or your children in the audience low
noise fireworks is the perfect way to have a spectacular display but
adhering to the venue requirements. All of our wedding packages are
available as low noise displays.

How do we create low noise displays? Our low noise displays consist of
a vast range of effects including Fountains, Roman Candles, Comets,
Mines, Falling Leaves, Horsetails, Waterfalls, Multi Shot Barrages and
Single Shots. These effects are equally as impressive as fireworks that
create noise but not require the same amount of power to create the
effect, meaning a large reduction in the noise produced. Often low
noise displays are commented on as even more stunning than a noisy
display as the effects used are some of the most beautiful that
fireworks can create. Why not make your low noise display even more
personal by having it choreographed to your choice of music?

Special Effects
Led Dancefloor
Our White LED Starlit Dancefloor
is very popular with weddings,
bringing that extra sparkle to your
evening party. LED’s can be set to
static or 6 pre-set chases allowing
the atmosphere to be set perfectly
for a night of dancing. Starting at
£360.00 and available in sizes up
to 16ft x 16ft it is great way of
adding the wow factor at an
affordable price.
Flambeaux
Flambeaux beacons give the
classic castle entrance look,
burning for up to 7 hours as
your guests arrive to a grand
entrance. Prices start at
£180.00 for a pair making these
the perfect way of making a
stunning first impression.

Confetti
Whether used to create an arch
as you leave the church or as a
back drop for your first dance
these units are sure to create a
dramatic effect. Confetti
cannons start from just £75.00.
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